
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of clinical appeals.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for clinical appeals

Participants satisfactorily complete field training assignments, within a
hospital and PAS back office setting, specifically designed to perfect
management, analytical and technical skills within areas listed in the “Job
Summary” section above
During the program, participants may serve as interim manager or director
within various facilities and/or functions to further enhance their management
and technical skills
Identify coding or billing problems from EOBs and work to correct the errors
in a timely manner
Work with patients and guarantors to secure payment on outstanding
account balances
Oversee the activities and management related to Government and Managed
Care appeals/denials, ensuring processes are performed efficiently and
effectively
Mandatory root cause analysis of denials and work collaboratively with Prebill
Denials Director to understand root cause and trends to decrease new
denials and final write off denials by identifying operational opportunities that
will decrease denials overall, such as contract language, patient access
process changes, case management collaboration, appeal opportunities
Provide support and guidance related to the Denials Management Action
Teams (DMAT)
Monitoring, trending and communicating with SSC Leadership, Case
Management Director’s, Denials Managers, and Facility Leadership regarding
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Must demonstrate strong commitment to stakeholder relationships by taking
ownership of issues and facilitating effective outcomes in a timely manner
Oversee management of Denials personnel, providing recommendations for
hiring, promotion, salary adjustment and personnel action where appropriate

Qualifications for clinical appeals

Minimum 1 year of experience working as a Pharmacist
Experience using online clinical references and accessing professional (clinical
and regulatory) internet sites
Experience working with onscreen document images
Intermediate computer proficiency with MS Office and must have the ability
to navigate a Windows based environment
Participating in overtime as required based on business needs
Requires extended periods of standing, walking, sitting and carrying up to 25
pounds


